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ABSTRACT

Negative Bias Temperature Instability (NBTI) in PMOS
transistors has be ome a major reliability on ern in nanometer s ale design, ausing the temporal degradation of the
threshold voltage of the PMOS transistors, and the delay
of digital ir uits. A novel method to hara terize the delay of every gate in the standard ell library, as a fun tion
of the signal probability of ea h of its inputs, is developed.
A ordingly, a te hnology mapping te hnique that in orporates the NBTI stress and re overy e e ts, in order to ensure
optimal performan e of the ir uit, during its entire lifetime, is presented. Our te hnique, demonstrated over 65nm
ben hmarks shows an average of 10% area re overy, and 12%
power savings, as against a pessimisti method that assumes
onstant stress on all PMOS transistors in the design.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

With transistor s aling into the sub-65nm te hnology node,
the impa t of NBTI (Negative Bias Temperature Instability) on temporal ir uit performan e has be ome extremely
important. NBTI an be explained by me hanisms related
to the generation of interfa e traps in PMOS transistors due
to the disso iation of Si H bonds along the oxide interfa e, and has be ome a major reliability on ern. The e e ts
of this phenomenon are maximized when the gate-to-sour e
voltage, Vgs , a ross a PMOS transistor equals Vdd, and is
a elerated by elevated operating temperatures. NBTI manifests itself as an in rease in the transistor threshold voltage,
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ausing the drive urrent to de rease. This auses the logi
gates to slow down, and the riti al paths may no longer be
able to sustain the required timing.
While there have been several di erent physi al explanations for the NBTI me hanism, leading to various models [1,2,3,4,5,6,7℄, most of them have shown that the PMOS
transistor threshold voltage rises logarithmi ally with time,
leading to about 25-30% in rease in its value after 10 years.
The extent of threshold voltage degradation is strongly dependent on the amount of time for whi h the devi e has been
stressed and relaxed, sin e the generation of traps under negative bias stress is followed by annealing of the traps during
re overy, (i.e., when the stress is relaxed). Cir uit simulations using these models have shown that NBTI auses the
delay of digital ir uits to worsen by about 10% [1,8,9℄.
A general solution to maintaining optimal performan e
under the in uen e of NBTI has been to redu e the delay of
the riti al paths through the use of gate sizing [3,9℄. The
work in [9℄ formulates a nonlinear optimization problem to
determine the optimal set of gate sizes required to ensure
that the ir uit runs at its delay spe i ation, after 10 years
of operation. The work is based on a model for NBTI, that
ignores the e e t of re overy, in omputing the threshold
voltage degradation. The model umulatively adds the time
for whi h the gates are stressed during their entire lifetime,
and estimates the threshold voltage degradation, assuming
that the gates are ontinuously stressed for that duration.
Hen e, their results show that the in rease in the ir uit area
is rather weakly dependent on the signal probabilities of the
nodes, and assuming that all gates in the ir uit are always
NBTI a e ted (worst ase design) does not signi antly affe t the nal solution. The authors onsider the gate sizes
to be ontinuous, and show that an in rease in area of about
8.7%, as ompared to a design that ignores NBTI e e ts, is
required to meet the target delay.
We observe that the above idea an be readily used in
other transforms, su h as te hnology mapping, by repla ing
the nominal value of the delays of the gates in the standard
ell library, with the delay under worst ase NBTI. The target frequen y is given to the synthesis tool, and te hnology mapping an be performed using these NBTI-a e ted
library ells to produ e a ir uit, whi h is stru turally different from that obtained using the sizing algorithm in [9℄,
but is fun tionally equivalent, and meets the timing.
However, we nd the on lusion that the delay is independent of signal probability does not hold, under a model that
aptures the healing of NBTI, on removal of the applied
stress. This happens frequently in a ir uit: for example,
when the input signal to a CMOS inverter hanges from logi
0 to logi 1, the Vgs stress is relaxed from Vdd to zero. The
re overy in threshold voltage on removing the applied stress,
an be explained by physi al me hanisms related to annealing of interfa e traps, and reformation of Si H bonds. Experiments in [2,7℄, and subsequently the models in [1,3,4℄,
have shown that onsidering the e e t of annealing and re-

overy has a signi ant bearing on the overall NBTI impa t.
Hen e, these random waveforms are onverted into equivFurther, the work in [9℄ merely omputes the fra tional
alent deterministi periodi re tangular signals [1℄ by enin rease in the area of ea h gate on an existing design, (imsuring that the signal probabilities of the random waveform
plying a library onsisting of in nitely many sizes of ea h
and that of the deterministi periodi waveform, i.e., the
gate), to ounter the temporal degradation aused by NBTI.
umulative o -times for both the waveforms are the same.
Instead, our work relies on integrating the e e ts of NBTI
The method is explained in detail, and proven analyti ally
stress and re overy into ir uit design at a mu h earlier
as well, for square waveforms, in [1℄, and is pi torially shown
stage, i.e., during te hnology mapping. Sin e a digital irin Fig. 1. For onvenien e p and q are hosen to be integral
uit onsists of millions of nodes with di ering signal probvalues su h that the time period of this periodi waveform
abilities, it is essential to estimate the delay of the gates
is qt0p, where t0 is the time step value used for simulations,
in the library based on their input node signal probabiliand q , i.e., the signal probability or the o -time duty y le
ties, and use these delay values during te hnology mapping.
of
the periodi waveform, is equal to SP, where SP denotes
We present a novel model to estimate the delay degradation
the
signal probability of the random waveform.
of every gate in the standard ell library, as a fun tion of
the signal probabilities of its input nodes. A ordingly, our
paper proposes an approa h to modify the pro ess of te hnology mapping, based on the signal probability
(de ned as
Random waveform
the probability that the signal is low1 and denoted byPSfrag
SP)
of the nodes in the ir uit. The SP values of the primary repla ements pt0
pt0
inputs an be determined, based on RTL-level simulations
and statisti al estimates. The SP values at every other node
nqt0
qt0
2qt0
(n+1)qt0
0
in the subje t graph are al ulated a ordingly, and this inqt0
qt0
formation is used to hoose the best gate to meet the timing
at ea h node.
Equivalent periodic rectangular waveform
The e e tiveness of this s heme is ompared with the
worst ase NBTI library based synthesis approa h, where
the delay of every gate in the standard ell library is reFigure 1: A random waveform (with signal probapla ed with its equivalent NBTI a e ted value, omputed
bility = SP) and its equivalent periodi re ptangular
by assuming that the PMOS transistors are ontinuously
waveform with the same stress duty y le ( q = SP).
stressed, and te hnology mapping is performed using this liThe above method estimates the number of interfa e traps
brary. Our results indi ate that an average 10% re overy in
NIT , by assuming that stress is applied on the PMOS devi e
area an be obtained using the SP based method, as opposed
for the period between nqt0 and (nq +p)t0 , and is followed by
to the worst ase NBTI based method.
relaxation from time (nq + p)t0 to (n +1)qt0 , for n = 0,1,2...,
2. NBTI MODELING AND LIBRARY CHAR- as shown in the gure. From [1℄, NIT at any time jt0 (where
j is a positive integer) for this periodi waveform is given by
ACTERIZATION
the equation:
In this se tion, we present an overview of the NBTI model
NIT (jt0 ) = sj NIT (t0 )
(2)
used to alibrate the delay of the gates in the standard ell
library. We rst hara terize the threshold voltage, denoted
and sj for any j = nq + i is given by:
by Vth , of the PMOS transistors, as a fun tion of the num8
ber of interfa e traps, whi h is further dependent on the
< (i + s6qn) 61 0 5 0 < i  p
probability that the input to the PMOS devi e is low. We
snq+i = s + +s ( 2 )
(3)
: 1+( 2 )0 5
obtain a look-up table of Vth versus the signal probability,
p<iq
SP, and use this look-up table to estimate the threshold voltage degradation of ea h PMOS transistor in the gate, based
0.46
on the nodal signal probabilities, and thereby ompute the
0.44
delay of every ell in the library. The delay of ea h standard
ell in the library is pre omputed as a fun tion of the SP of
0.42
ea h input node, and an be referen ed a ordingly, during
te hnology mapping.
0.4
The extent of threshold voltage degradation as a fun tion
0.38
of the number of interfa e traps is al ulated from [1℄ as: PSfrag repla ements
0.36
0
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
1
Vth = (m +C1)oxqNIT
(1)
Signal Probability
Figure 2: jVth j versus signal probability (SP) for a
where Cox is the oxide apa itan e, NIT is the number of
65nm PMOS transistor.
interfa e traps, and m is the additional fa tor added due
to mobility degradation. The NIT omputations are apUsing the above method, random waveforms at the gate
pli able to deterministi waveforms, whose exa t nature of
input nodes are equivalently represented as deterministi
stress and relaxation are known. However, it is impossible
waveforms with the same SP values, and the8 number of into predi t the exa t input pattern for digital ir uits, sin e
terfa e traps, and the Vth values, after 310 se onds (10
the input waveforms are random in nature, and an merely
years) of NBTI stress and relaxation are omputed, using
be represented using statisti al information, su h as signal
t0 = 0.01s and q = 100 in the above equations. This proprobabilities and a tivity fa tors or swit hing probabilities.
ess is repeated for di erent values of SP, (i.e., p ranging
1 Conventionally, the signal probability has been de ned as
from 0 to 100, su h that SP (= pq ) varies from 0 to 1,
in steps of 0.01) to obtain a plot of jVth j versus SP for a
the probability that the signal is high. However, sin e NBTI
65nm PTM transistor [10℄, as shown in Fig. 2. The nomstress on PMOS devi es is aused by logi 0 signals, for
inal value of jVth j is 0.365V, while the value of jVth j under
onvenien e, we de ne SP as the probability that the signal
is at logi zero.
onstant NBTI stress, (also known as stati NBTI stress or
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DC stress), is 0.456V. The urve shows a steep rise6 near
the output node O, is a fun tion of SPi , as shown in Fig.
4(a). The rise delay of a two input NAND gate after 10 years
SP = 0.01. Although SP = 0.01 orresponds
to
3

10
se
of operation, as a fun tion of the input SP, is plotted in Fig.
onds of stress, and approximately 3108 se onds ofPSfrag
relax-repla ements
3(b). The upper urve plots the delay D2 from node I2 to
ation umulatively, the stress e e t is more dominant than
the output node O, as a fun tion of SP2 , while the lower
the relaxation e e t, and hen e the amount of time for whi h
urve plots the delay D1 from node I1 , as a fun tion of SP1 .
stress is applied in this ase is suÆ iently large enough to
The shape of the plot is similar to that of the inverter urve
ause a signi ant amount of trap build-up.
shown in Fig. 3(a). The fall transition o urs through the
A look-up table of Vth versus SP is built for di erent values
NMOS devi e sta k and is largely una e ted by NBTI.
of SP, ranging from 0 to 1. Clearly, SP = 0 orresponds to
the ase where there is no NBTI impa t, and is referred to
SP1
SP2
SP
I2
as the nominal ase, while SP = 1 orresponds to the ase
I1
I2
I
where the gate is under ontinuous DC stress, and hen e
D1
SP2
D2
represents the worst ase NBTI.
Sin e the SP at a gate input, and hen e the delay, depends
D
I1
O
I1
on where the gate is pla ed in the ir uit, a hara terization
SP
3
SP
1
of gate delay as a fun tion of the input node signal probaO
D3
bilities, is ne essary. This is a hieved by rst omputing the
I2
I
3
I2
I1
threshold voltage of ea h PMOS devi e in the gate as a fun P1
tion of the nodal SP values, and performing SPICE based
P2
I
delay simulations on the gate with the modi ed Vth values.
P3
Thus, the NBTI-a e ted delay of ea h gate in the library
an be hara terized. We provide an overview of the e e t
of NBTI on di erent lasses of logi gates, namely NAND, ( ) NOR3
(a) NAND gate
(b) NOR2
NOR and inverters, in the next subse tion.
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Figure 4: S hemati of (a) a k input NAND, and
(b) a two input NOR.
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(a) Rise delay of an inverter as a fun tion of
SP.
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2.3 NOR Gates:

Unlike the NAND gates or the inverters, whi h onsist of a
single PMOS devi e between Vdd and the output node, NOR
gates onsist of PMOS sta ks, and hen e the steady states of
the intermediate nodes determine whether ea h individual
transistor is under negative bias stress or relaxation. The
analysis for two input NOR gates is presented below:
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(b) Rise delay of a two
input NAND gate versus input SP.
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2.1 Inverters:
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PSfrag repla ements

Sin e an inverter onsists of a single PMOS transistor
whose sour e is always onne ted to Vdd , applying a logi
0 at the input node orresponds to the ase of NBTI stress,
while applying a logi 1 orresponds to relaxation.
Thus, given the SP value at the input node, the Vth of
the PMOS transistor an be omputed using the look-up
table des ribed in the previous se tion. The rise delay of
the inverter an be alibrated with respe t to the Vth of the
PMOS transistor through SPICE simulations, and the plot
of delay after 10 years of operation, versus SP, is shown in
Fig. 3(a). The results indi ate that the rise delay in reases
linearly with SP. The steep rise near SP = 0 follows from
the shape of the Vth -SP plot in Fig. 2, where the threshold
voltage rises sharply initially. The fall delay depends on
the Vth of the NMOS transistor, and hen e largely remains
una e ted.

The behavior of NAND gates is similar to that of inverters
sin e they onsist of a single PMOS transistor between the
output node and Vdd . The SP of node Ii , denoted as SPi ,
determines the2 Vth of the PMOS transistor onne ted to
that node only . A ordingly, the rise delay Di of the gate,
de ned as the delay of the transition from input node Ii to
2 The worst ase rising transition of a NAND gate from Ik
to O o urs with I1 = I2 = .. = Ik 1 all at Vdd, i.e., the
PMOS devi es are all o . Hen e, Dk depends on SPk only.

SP1 = 0.67

SP1 = 1

3.6

Figure 3: NBTI impa t on an inverter and a two
input NAND gate after 10 years of operation.

2.2 NAND Gates:
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Figure 5: Rise delay of a two input NOR gate versus
SPi , taking into a ount the NBTI e e t, after 10
years of operation. The urves plot delay versus SP2
for SP1 = [0, 0.33, 0.67, 1℄.

Let us onsider a two input NOR gate represented as O
= I1 + I2 , whose s hemati is shown in Fig. 4(b). The
probability that the upper PMOS transistor, i.e., the one
onne ted to I2 in Fig. 4(b) is under stress is simply
p(I2 ) = SP2
(4)
sin e its sour e is always at Vdd . However, the probability
that the lower transistor is NBTI a e ted is given by
p(I1 ) = SP1  SP2
(5)
sin e the probability of its sour e being at Vdd depends on
the probability that the gate input at I2 is 0. Thus, sta king
redu es the impa t of NBTI.
The delay of a two-input NOR gate as a fun tion of the
input SP values is shown in Fig. 5. The worst ase rise delay
after 10 years of operation, is omputed as the delay from
node I2 to the output node. The delay depends on the Vth of
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Figure 6: Results of te hnology mapping for C17 ben hmark: (a) shows the result for nominal synthesis,
whi h results in a ir uit that fails with aging, while (b) shows the result for worst ase NBTI synthesis, and
( ) indi ates the result for SP based synthesis. Note that \a" represents the minimum size for a parti ular
gate and \b", \ ", \d", et . represent gates of higher sizes.

all transistors in the sta k, and is hen e plotted as a fun tion
of both SP1 , and SP2 . When SP2 = 0, there is no trap buildup for the PMOS transistor onne ted to node I2 , and the
probability that its drain is at Vdd is zero. Consequently, the
sour e of the transistor at node I1 is never at Vdd , and there
is no trap build-up for the PMOS devi e onne ted to I1 as
well. Hen e, the rise delay is equal to its nominal value. For
the remaining ases, the rise delay in reases as a fun tion
of SP1 and SP2 , as shown in the gure. It is evident from
the above expressions that pin reordering an be performed
to ensure that the nodes with higher SP values are pla ed
loser to the output node, thereby minimizing the overall
delay degradation of the gate. The analysis for three-input
NOR gates an be performed similarly, and is omitted due
to spa e onstraints.
For omplex gates, a ombination of the analysis for NAND
and NOR gates is performed to hara terize the delay as a
fun tion of the input signal probabilities. The next se tion
des ribes the logi synthesis me hanism using the above library hara terization, and the results obtained.
3.

NBTI-AWARE TECHNOLOGY MAPPING

In this se tion, we des ribe the pro ess of te hnology mapping using the smallest ISCAS85 ben hmark C17, as an example. The ben hmark onsists of ve inputs i0, i1, i2, i3,
and i4. There are two primary outputs, y9 and y10. The
logi fun tion omputed by this ir uit is given as follows:
y9 = (i1 + i4)  (i2 + i3)
y10 = i0  i2 + i1  (i2 + i3)
(6)
The subje t graph for C17 obtained through SiS [11℄, using a NAND2-NOT representation. Te hnology mapping
is then performed, using a 65nm PTM [10℄ based standard
ell library, onsisting of 10 NOT gates, 6 NAND2 gates,
6 NOR2 gates, 5 NAND3 gates, 3 NOR3 gates, 3 AOI22
gates, 3 AOI12 gates, 3 OAI22 gates, and 3 OAI12 gates of
varying sizes. A large library set onsisting of di erent gates
of varying sizes is hosen, to provide the synthesis tool with
di erent options to implement a given logi one. The delay
of ea h of these gates in the library is pre hara terized as
a fun tion of their input signal probabilities, at ea h of the
original data points. The overhead in pre hara terizing the
library depends on the original number of orners at whi h
the delay was hara terized, and an be redu ed by using
linear models with respe t to the signal probabilities, whi h
provide an a urate t, as an be observed from Figs. 3(a),
3(b), and 5.
During te hnology mapping, the logi one for ea h node
an be implemented in various stru turally di erent ways, to

realize the same fun tionality. The mapping tool omputes
the area and the delay of ea h of these realizable stru tures,
using data from the standard ell library, and performs a
\best mat h" sear h over the andidate gates, based on the
optimization onstraints (minimum area, minimum delay, a
linear ombination of both, et .). The best mat h is retained and the orresponding input binding is preserved.
This pro edure is repeated over all nodes in the overing
phase, in a primary output to primary input order, su h
that the fan-out nodes for a parti ular node are synthesized
before mapping the node itself. This step is followed by
global area re overy, and fanout-optimization, during whi h
the gate sizes are altered. A bu er insertion step is also performed to further optimize the ir uit (This step does not
hange the SP values of the existing nodes.). Three di erent
obje tives are used to synthesize the ir uits, namely:
 Nominal Synthesis: Te hnology mapping is realized
using the nominal timing library, where the delay of
ea h gate at time t = 0 is used. It must be noted
that ir uits designed using this method fail well before
their lifetime, due to the NBTI indu ed temporal delay
degradation.
 Worst ase NBTI Synthesis: Te hnology mapping
is performed using the NBTI-a e ted timing library,
where the worst ase delay of ea h gate omputed after
10 years of ontinuous NBTI stress, is used, instead of
the nominal delay values.
 SP based Synthesis: Te hnology mapping is performed using the SP information at ea h node to hoose
the gate with the least area overhead to meet the timing requirement. The delay of the gates in the library
as a fun tion of SP, is pre omputed in the form of linear best t- urves.
The input parameters to the synthesis tool and the results
of te hnology mapping, for ea h of these three ases for a
given target delay, are des ribed below, using C17 as the
test ir uit. The target delay is hosen as 70ps for this ase.
3.1 Nominal Synthesis

This orresponds to the ase where the nominal delay of
ea h gate is used during te hnology mapping. The nal result of the synthesizer is shown in Fig. 6(a). The area of the
ir uit, omputed as the sum of the widths of all transistors,
is 7.4m, and all the gates used in the ir uit for mapping
are minimum sized (of size \a"). The nominal synthesis
method is onsidered for omparison purposes only, sin e

ir uits designed using this s heme are not NBTI-tolerant
and fail to meet the timing after a ertain period of time,
due to the temporal degradation aused by NBTI.
3.2 Worst case NBTI Synthesis

In this ase, the rising delays of the gates in the library
are repla ed by their NBTI-a e ted value, after 10 years of
ontinuous stress, while the falling delays remain unaltered.
SPICE simulations are performed with the Vth value orresponding to onstant DC stress in the Vth-SP look-up table,
(i.e., Vth = 0.456V), and the orresponding delays are used
in the timing library, instead of the nominal values. Expe tedly, larger sized gates must be used to meet the timing
required, resulting in higher area as ompared with the nominal ase. The mapped ir uit for C17 is shown in Fig. 6(b).
The size of ea h gate is shown in the gure, and it is evident
that the gates along the riti al path must be appropriately
sized to meet the timing onstraints. The nal area of the
ir uit is 11.6m.

3.3 SP based Synthesis

power (a tive + leakage) for the ben hmarks, due to signi ant redu tion in the total devi e size, and apa itan e.
The results indi ate that onsidering the SP values during
te hnology mapping has a signi ant bearing on the ir uit
generated during logi synthesis.
The area versus delay urve for varying target delay values
is shown for the SP based synthesis and worst ase NBTI
synthesis methods for the LGSYNTH ben hmark b1 in Fig.
9. It must be noted that the gure only shows the entral
linear region of the area-delay urve, where the per entage
hange in area is omparable with the per entage hange
in the delay. The target delay of the ir uits is hosen to
lie in this region, sin e eÆ ient area-delay trade-o s an
be a hieved here. Beyond this region, either the area or
the delay overhead is large, thereby leading to a suboptimal
design. The upper urve represents data for the worst ase
NBTI synthesis, while the lower urve orresponds to SP
based synthesis. In this region, learly the area of the SP
based synthesis method is less than the area of the worst ase
NBTI library based method by about 10%, for any target
delay. A ordingly for a target delay of 108ps, 11% area
savings an be obtained as seen from the gure.
Area (m)

For the SP based synthesis, it is vital to propagate the
SP information a ross all nodes based on the logi fun tion
35
being realized. This step is performed on the subje t graph
in SiS, whi h onsists of a NAND2-NOT based de omposition of the ir uit. The SP for the primary inputs PSfrag
are repla ements 30
assigned initial values, determined by RTL level simulations
worst ase
and statisti al estimates (0.5 in our ase), and these values
25
are propagated along the various nodes in the subje t graph
SP based
in a PI-PO (primary input-primary output) order. During
worst ase 20
te hnology-mapping, the SP values of the nodes are passed
SP based
SP based
to a fun tion that determines the delay of the various logi
15
stru tures that realize the logi one. The best-delay mat h
100
105
110
115
120
is subsequently obtained and the orresponding gate that
Delay (ps)
worst ase
has the minimum NBTI-impa t is hosen. The above step
is repeated globally, until all nodes have been mapped to
Figure 7: Area-delay urve for the ben hmark b1.
their best mat hes. The nal mapped ir uit for C17 is
shown in Fig. 6( ). The area for this ase is 9.8m. The
In order to obtain a omparison of the reliability of the irSP based synthesis requires 15% less area as ompared with
uits
synthesized using the three methods, namely nominal,
the worst ase NBTI synthesis, for a parti ular target delay.
worst
ase NBTI, and SP based synthesis, timing simulaThe experimental results for the SP based and worst ase
tions
are
performed on ea h of the three synthesized ir uits
synthesis methods, obtained over di erent ISCAS85 and
on
all
ben
hmarks, at various time stamps. The threshold
LGSYNTH ben hmarks, are presented in the next se tion.
voltage at ea h time time stamp is omputed, and the gate
delays are hara terized to obtain a library that orresponds
4. RESULTS
to the NBTI indu ed degradation on the standard ells, at
This se tion presents the results of te hnology mapping
the given time stamp. The SP of all primary inputs are asusing a PTM [10℄ 65nm te hnology node based library, for
signed to be 0.5, and the SP values at the intermediate nodes
the worst ase NBTI, and SP based synthesis. The results
are al ulated through Monte Carlo simulations, based on
are shown for some ISCAS85 and LGSYNTH ben hmarks
the method in [12℄. A ordingly, the arrival times at the priin Table 1. The target delay for ea h ben hmark is set su h
mary output nodes at di erent time stamps are omputed.
that it lies in the region of the area-delay urve where the
The results for C432 are shown in Fig. 12. The top most
per entage hange in the area is omparable with the perurve shows the results for the nominal ase, while the botentage hange in the delay, thereby providing s ope for optom most urve shows the results for the worst ase NBTI
timization. The area ( al ulated as the sum of the transistor
synthesis ase, and the middle urve shows the results for
widths of all gates) and the sum2 of a tive power ( omputed
the ir uit designed using SP based synthesis method. The
results show that the delay of the ben hmarks in reases with
using the formula P = fCL Vdd , where f = frequen y of
time logarithmi ally, and the three urves run almost paraloperation, CL = loading apa itan e, Vdd = supply voltage,
lel to one another.
and = a tivity fa tor or swit hing probability), and leakSin e the target delay for C432 is desired to be 790ps,
age power ( omputed using the formula L = (Isub +Igate)Vdd
we assume that the ir uits are no longer fun tional if the
over all input ombinations, where Isub is the subthreshold
arrival time ex eeds the target delay. Although the area of
urrent, and Igate is the urrent due to gate-leakage), are
the ir uit synthesized using the nominal ase is less than
reported for ea h ir uit. The olumns titled \Savings" esthat using the SP based synthesis
method, the ir uit betimate the amount of area or power that an be re overed
using the SP based synthesis as against using the worst ase
omes dysfun tional after 4104 s, ( half a day), rendering
NBTI synthesis. Most ben hmarks result in better area and
it pra ti ally useless, whereas the ir uit synthesized using
power when synthesized using the SP based method, as opthe SP based method an sustain timing degradation up
posed to the worst ase NBTI synthesis. Although, te hnolto 10 years. The ir uit synthesized using the worst ase
ogy mapping was performed to obtain a ir uit with miniNBTI synthesis method is reliable for over 10 years, but this
mal area, the obje tive fun tion an be modi ed to minimize
method overestimates the extent of temporal degradation,
the a tive power, leakage, et . The table shows an average
and hen e leads to a design that requires higher area and
of 10% re overy in area and an average of 12% savings in
power. Thus, using the SP based synthesis method leads

Table 1: Results of Te hnology Mapping for ISCAS85 and LGSYNTH ben hmarks

ase NBTI Synthesis
SP based Synthesis
Ben hmark Target Delay (ps) Worst
Area (m) Power (W) Area (m) % Savings Power (W) % Savings
C17
70
11.3
0.8
9.8
12%
0.7
10%
C432
790
594.3
57.2
548.4
8%
52.7
8%
C499
648
1192.9
57.1
1075.7
10%
52.2
9%
C880
610
636.2
121.7
588.5
7%
107.8
11%
C1355
735
1282.2
122.0
1051.8
18%
99.2
19%
C1908
860
1234.6
122.5
1191.7
3%
117.2
4%
C2670
765
1347.1
127.7
1337.9
1%
127.5
0%
C3540
1100
2569.8
256.4
2057.4
20%
206.2
20%
C6288
3200
4356.2
448.0
3817.5
28%
387.4
14%
C7552
990
4009.9
409.0
3858.4
4%
394.2
4%
majority
110
19.2
1.6
16.4
14%
1.2
25%
b1
108
27.1
2.8
24.0
11%
2.2
23%
de od
151
143.4
11.9
118.9
17%
9.2
22%
ordi
297
162.9
13.1
152.1
7%
12.6
4%
alu2
923
760.2
74.3
691.3
9%
65.5
12%
apex6
365
1080.9
98.0
1044.2
3%
90.2
8%
des
620
8738.4
891.0
8657.1
1%
866.0
3%
alu4
940
1498.6
149.0
1302.1
13%
126.2
15%
too large
545
1582.1
153.4
1511.0
4%
140.7
8%
vda
480
2088.0
243.1
1966.7
6%
222.6
8%
Average
10%
12%
using this method.
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